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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

 
 1. Does the FCC have the authority to select a 
district court as the sole forum for any lawsuits 
arising out of a commercial contract to which it is a 
party when Congress has explicitly authorized the 
FCC to enter into the commercial contract at issue 
and to otherwise conduct itself as a private com-
mercial actor? 

 2. Is a district court required to defer to the 
FCC’s contractual selection of a district court forum 
for lawsuits between the FCC and private contracting 
parties when Congress has not explicitly waived the 
FCC’s sovereign immunity in the context of that 
contract, specifically, but when Congress has autho-
rized the FCC to negotiate and enter the contract, 
generally? 
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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING 

 
Petitioner, which was the plaintiff/appellant below, is 
Alpine PCS, Inc. (“Alpine”), a Michigan corporation 
with its principal place of business in Gaylord, Michi-
gan. Respondent, which was the defendant/appellee 
below, is the Federal Communications Commission. 

 
CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Pursuant to Rule 29.6 of the Supreme Court Rules, 
Alpine discloses that it has no parent corporation and 
that there is no publicly held company owning 10% or 
more of its stock.  
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PETITION FOR CERTIORARI 

 Alpine respectfully requests the Court to grant 
its petition for a writ of certiorari so that the Court 
may protect the contracting public from federal agen-
cies’ abuse of the doctrine of sovereign immunity to 
shield themselves from negotiated contractual obli-
gations. Here, the FCC drafted a forum selection 
clause in contracts it entered with Alpine only to later 
claim that it was immune from suit in its chosen 
forum when Alpine sought to enforce those contract-
ual terms. 

 More specifically, this case presents a question of 
first impression concerning a federal agency’s ability 
to select a forum for lawsuits between it and a com-
mercial counterparty in the absence of express Con-
gressional instruction to do so, but where Congress 
has explicitly contemplated the agency’s negotiation 
of complex commercial relationships. It also presents 
a question concerning the scope of this Court’s 2013 
ruling in City of Arlington v. FCC, 133 S. Ct. 1863 
(2013), insofar as the circuit court held that the 
district court was not required to defer to the FCC’s 
interpretation of its jurisdiction on the facts at hand, 
which seems to cut against the teaching of City of 
Arlington.  

---------------------------------  --------------------------------- 
 

OPINIONS BELOW 

 The District of Columbia Circuit’s Opinion is not 
reported and is included in the Appendix at App. 1. 
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The District Court’s opinion below is not reported and 
is included, along with the transcript of proceedings 
which it incorporates, in the Appendix at App. 7 and 
App. 9, respectively. 

---------------------------------  --------------------------------- 
 

JURISDICTION 

 The District of Columbia Circuit rendered its 
opinion on April 25, 2014. This Court has jurisdiction 
under 28 USC § 1254(1). 

---------------------------------  --------------------------------- 
 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND 
STATUTORY PROVISIONS INVOLVED 

 47 USC § 309(j)(3)(B), (4)(A) and (D): 

(3) Design of systems of competitive 
bidding  

For each class of licenses or permits that the 
Commission grants through the use of a com-
petitive bidding system, the Commission shall, 
by regulation, establish a competitive bid-
ding methodology. The Commission shall seek 
to design and test multiple alternative meth-
odologies under appropriate circumstances. . . . 
the Commission shall include safeguards to 
protect the public interest in the use of the 
spectrum and shall seek to promote the pur-
poses specified in section 151 of this title and 
the following objectives:  

*    *    * 
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(B) promoting economic opportunity and 
competition and ensuring that new and in-
novative technologies are readily accessible 
to the American people by avoiding excessive 
concentration of licenses and by dissemi-
nating licenses among a wide variety of ap-
plicants, including small businesses, rural 
telephone companies, and businesses owned 
by members of minority groups and women; 

*    *    * 

(4) Contents of regulations  

In prescribing regulations pursuant to para-
graph (3), the Commission shall –  

(A) consider alternative payment schedules 
and methods of calculation, including lump 
sums or guaranteed installment payments, 
with or without royalty payments, or other 
schedules or methods that promote the ob-
jectives described in paragraph (3)(B), and 
combinations of such schedules and methods;  

*    *    * 

(D) ensure that small businesses, rural tel-
ephone companies, and businesses owned by 
members of minority groups and women are 
given the opportunity to participate in the 
provision of spectrum-based services, and, 
for such purposes, consider the use of tax 
certificates, bidding preferences, and other 
procedures; 

*    *    * 

---------------------------------  --------------------------------- 
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CONCISE STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 This petition seeks review of a judgment of a 
United States court of appeals in which the basis for 
federal jurisdiction in the first instance is related to 
the questions on review. This petition requests this 
Court to clarify the law concerning what it means for 
Congress to delegate contracting authority to a fed-
eral agency when the agency selects a district court 
forum for resolution of contractual disputes between 
it and the counterparty to the contract. 

 This case centers upon the FCC’s breach of its 
contractual obligations to Alpine when the FCC de-
clared certain wireless spectrum licenses of Alpine’s 
void despite Alpine’s then-pending requests to alter 
its debt commitments to the FCC. Alpine has never 
had its day in court, nor a fair chance to make its case 
administratively, since the FCC divested Alpine of 
its spectrum licenses and stonewalled its efforts for 
redress from 2002 to the present. Alpine’s lawsuit 
against the FCC was Alpine’s only opportunity to 
seek relief for the FCC’s breach of contract, and the 
FCC has successfully barred Alpine from that day in 
court by claiming it enjoyed sovereign immunity de-
spite having expressly bargained that protection 
away.1 

 
 1 Alpine’s difficulties with the FCC’s promissory note sys-
tem for C-block auction winners and subsequent administrative 
loss of its wireless spectrum licenses was in many ways similar to 
those addressed to this court by Alpine’s contemporary, Nextwave 
Personal Communications in the matter Federal Communication 

(Continued on following page) 
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A. Background Statement Of Operative Facts 

 In the mid-1990’s Congress authorized and in-
structed the FCC to foster competition in the telecom-
munications industry by encouraging the participation 
of small businesses in the telecommunications spec-
trum auction process. Congress enacted 47 USC § 309 
to instruct and empower the FCC to design a com-
petitive bidding process for the award of wireless 
spectrum licenses to designated small businesses for 
those ends. 47 USC § 309(j)(3)(B). Congress further 
empowered and instructed the FCC to enter into 
various commercial relationships with those small 
businesses, including establishing installment pay-
ments or other commercial methods of the FCC’s 
choosing, for the purpose of promoting the objective of 
facilitating small business participation in the spec-
trum bidding procedure. 47 USC § 309(j)(4)(A), (D).  

 In implementing Congress’ instructions, the FCC 
designated two specific “blocks” of spectrum to be 
reserved for small business entities – the so-called 
“C” and “F” blocks. See 47 CFR § 24.709. In 1996 
Alpine was the winning bidder for two such licenses 
for PCS spectrum for the geographic regions of San 
Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara (the “Licenses”). As 

 
Commission v. Nextwave Personal Communications Inc., 537 
U.S. 293 (2003). The Nextwave case differed significantly from 
Alpine’s in one significant way, which is that Alpine sought 
protection in bankruptcy after the FCC cancelled its licenses, 
whereas Nextwave filed its bankruptcy petition shortly before 
its licenses were cancelled.  
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Congress had instructed, the FCC permitted winning 
bidders to the C Block auction to pay the majority 
of their winning bid in installments. See 47 CFR 
§ 24.711. The installment payment plans for these 
two bids were commemorated by promissory notes 
(the “Notes”) and secured by security agreements (the 
“Security Agreements”), as required by the FCC’s 
regulations. See 47 CFR § 1.2110(g)(3).  

 The Notes and Security Agreements were drafted 
by the FCC. The Notes were executed by Alpine as 
“Maker” for the benefit of the FCC and the Security 
Agreements were executed by Alpine and by the FCC 
by Marilyn J. McDermott who is identified on those 
documents as FCC’s then-Associate Managing Direc-
tor for Operations. The Notes contained the following 
forum selection language including consent to juris-
diction of this Court and irrevocable waiver by the 
FCC of any objection to the jurisdiction of this Court 
(the “Forum Selection Clause”): 

ANY LEGAL ACTION OR PROCEEDING 
RELATING TO THIS NOTE, THE 
SECURITY AGREEMENT, OR OTHER 
DOCUMENTS EVIDENCING OR SECUR-
ING THE DEBT TRANSACTION EVI-
DENCED HEREBY MAY ONLY BE 
BROUGHT IN THE UNITED STATES DIS-
TRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA. . . . THE PARTIES HERETO 
HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVE ANY OB-
JECTION, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIM-
ITATION, ANY OBJECTION TO THE 
LAYING OF VENUE OR BASED ON THE 
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GROUNDS OF FORUM NON CONVENIENS, 
WHICH ANY OF THEM MAY NOW OR 
HEREAFTER HAVE TO THE BRINGING 
OF ANY SUCH ACTION OR PROCEEDING 
IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 

(Emphasis in original)  

 Alpine made timely payments on the Notes for 
five years, but ultimately needed to temporarily re-
structure its obligations to the FCC as a consequence 
of radical disruptions in the wireless telecommunica-
tions industry and its own business in the early 
2000’s. On July 24, 2002, pursuant to then-existing 
31 CFR § 902.2, and at the FCC’s suggestion, Alpine 
submitted a written Request for Debt Restructuring 
(the “Restructuring Request”) to the FCC’s Office of 
Managing Director, which acknowledged receipt on or 
about July 30, 2002. On or about July 31, 2002, and 
pursuant to then-existing 47 CFR § 1.2110, Alpine 
submitted a Request for a Waiver (“Waiver Request”) 
of the upcoming installment payment deadline due 
under the Notes. The Restructuring Request and the 
Waiver Request were each made before Alpine was 
in “default” under the Notes, the Security Agree-
ments, and then-applicable FCC rules. For a short 
time thereafter, the FCC and Alpine were in regular 
communications concerning Alpine’s Requests.  

 Within a few months, however, the FCC unilat-
erally cut off negotiations with Alpine. The FCC’s 
subsequent extreme delay in processing Alpine’s Re-
structuring and Waiver Requests, and its complete 
failure to consider the Restructuring Request to this 
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day, is what gave rise to Alpine’s principal claims 
against the agency in the suit in the District Court. It 
was not until January 2004 that Alpine learned that 
the FCC was taking the position that Alpine was in 
default of the Notes and Security Agreements and the 
FCC at that time returned the Restructuring Request 
“without action”. After that notice, Alpine’s still-
pending requests were ignored for years. 

 Three years later, on January 29, 2007, the FCC’s 
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau issued an Or-
der concerning Alpine’s Licenses which explicitly 
indicated that FCC had not considered the Restruc-
turing or Request on its terms, and which denied the 
Waiver Request (the “2007 Order”). In re: Alpine PCS, 
Inc., 22 FCC Rcd. 1492, fn. 2 (WTB Jan. 29, 2007) 
(“we do not address the issue of debt restructuring in 
this Order”). Alpine appealed the 2007 Order, and its 
Restructuring Request remained outstanding and un-
responded to at the time the FCC decided to re-
auction Alpine’s spectrum.  

 The FCC eventually issued a Memorandum 
Opinion and Order in an omnibus opinion which 
incorrectly grouped Alpine’s Requests with those of 
several dissimilarly-situated third parties’ waiver – or 
restructuring requests. In re: Alpine PCS, Inc., et al., 
25 FCC Rcd. 469 (FCC 2010). In that order, the FCC 
affirmed its decision to deny the Waiver Request and 
admitted that it never ruled on the Restructuring Re-
quest at any time, and instead returned it “without 
action” and never again considered it. Id. at para. 7. 
Alpine appealed that order to the District of Columbia 
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Circuit, which denied the appeal by summary Order 
December 21, 2010.  

 
B. Proceedings In The District Court 

 The lawsuit below was commenced January 3, 
2013, against the FCC.2 Alpine sought relief from the 
FCC on a variety of theories, though its principal 
claim, Count One in the Complaint, was for breach of 
the Notes and Security Agreements. That claim was 
brought in the District Court in specific reliance on 
the Forum Selection Clause.  

 In response to Alpine’s breach of contract claims 
below, the FCC filed a motion to dismiss on the basis 
that it claimed that it was immune from suit in that 
court because it enjoyed sovereign immunity. The 
District Court read its opinion finding that the FCC’s 
sovereign immunity had not been explicitly waived by 
Congress and that the FCC did not seem to have the 
authority to waive its immunity as it attempted to do 
with the Forum Selection Clause into the record on 
June 3, 2013. App. 37. The district court issued an 
order dismissing Alpine’s claims, “for the reasons 
stated on the record in open court,” the same day. 
App. 7. 

 
 

 2 Also named as a defendant in the original action was non-
party to this petition Pioneer Credit Recovery, Inc., which was a 
debt collection agency seeking to recover the balance due on the 
Notes for the FCC’s benefit. 
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C. Proceedings In The Circuit Court 

 Alpine timely appealed the district court dis-
missal to the District of Columbia Circuit. A panel of 
that circuit issued its opinion upholding the district 
court’s dismissal of Alpine’s Complaint on April 25, 
2014. That panel found that Congress had not suf-
ficiently unequivocally waived the FCC’s sovereign 
immunity when it instructed and empowered that 
agency to enter into the Notes and Security Agree-
ments and, for that reason, had not waived that 
immunity. App. 1. That court also found that the 
district court was not required to defer to the FCC’s 
authority concerning the scope of its own jurisdiction 
under this Court’s City of Arlington teachings. Id. The 
circuit court disregarded the fact that this case is one 
where it was the federal agency itself which selected 
the forum Alpine attempted to sue in. The circuit 
court likewise disregarded the fact that the teaching 
of City of Arlington was much broader by its plain 
language than to exclude the FCC’s delegated author-
ity to draft the Notes and Security Agreements. 

---------------------------------  --------------------------------- 
 

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION 

 Congress specifically authorized the FCC to enter 
into the commercial relationships which gave rise to 
the FCC’s liability to Alpine. And it was the FCC 
itself, in exercising its Congressionally-granted dis-
cretion, which chose the U.S. District Court for the 
District of Columbia as the sole and exclusive forum 
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for this lawsuit. To this day, the FCC has not ex-
plained what the Forum Selection Clause was in-
tended to do if it was not the FCC’s intention to be 
bound by it. Ultimately, this Court should grant 
Alpine’s petition because this is a case of first impres-
sion where it has not been, but should be, settled by 
this Court whether the FCC and Congress opened the 
door for Alpine to rely on, and enforce, the Forum 
Selection Clause. 

 This Court should also grant Alpine’s petition 
because the District Court was required to defer to 
the FCC’s own interpretation of its jurisdiction, in-
cluding the FCC’s explicit selection of the District 
Court as the sole forum for any lawsuits between it 
and Alpine relating to the contractual relationship 
between them. According to this Court’s recent City of 
Arlington instructions, that makes the circuit court’s 
decision one which conflicts with a relevant decision 
of this Court. 

 
A. Congress Clearly Intended For The FCC To 

Take All Steps Reasonably Necessary To En-
gage In Private Contracts With The Public. 

 The contracts which give rise to Alpine’s dispute 
with the FCC were drafted explicitly for the purpose 
of effecting Congress’ stated intention of facilitating 
small business participation in the wireless tele-
communications industry. Congress explained those 
intentions as being guided by the explicit policy of: 
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[P]romoting economic opportunity and com-
petition and ensuring that new and innova-
tive technologies are readily accessible to the 
American people by avoiding excessive con-
centration of licenses and by disseminating 
licenses among a wide variety of applicants, 
including small businesses. . . .  

47 USC § 309(j)(3)(B). Congress thereby articulated 
its intention to intervene in the market with the ul-
timate goal of avoiding excessive concentration of 
licenses in the wireless telecommunications industry. 

 In order to further articulate its policy, Congress 
provided a set of instructions to the FCC which 
served as the agency responsible for the granting of 
wireless spectrum licenses. To that end, Congress in-
structed the FCC to implement its intended policy by:  

[C]onsider[ing] alternative payment sched-
ules and methods of calculation, including 
lump sums or guaranteed installment pay-
ments, with or without royalty payments, or 
other schedules or methods that promote 
the objectives described in paragraph 
(3)(B), and combinations of such schedules 
and methods; 

(Emphasis added.) 47 USC § 309(j)(4)(A). With the 
above-quoted instructions to the FCC, Congress made 
its intent for the FCC to engage in commercial trans-
actions (ie, commercial lending and the taking of 
security interests) in the same capacity as a private 
actor explicit. This Court should grant Alpine’s pe-
tition to settle the important question concerning 
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whether Congress’ intent to authorize the FCC to en-
gage the contracting public as it did was sufficient to 
authorize the agency to negotiate the Forum Selec-
tion Clause at issue here. 

 
B. The FCC Clearly Intended For All Lawsuits 

Arising Out Of The Notes And Security 
Agreements To Be Brought In The District 
Court. 

 The FCC’s understanding of its mandate from 
Congress that it was to become a commercial lender 
and secured party is likewise clear from its own rules. 
Specifically, then-existing 47 CFR § 1.2110(g)(3) re-
quired that any small business winning bidder like 
Alpine, “must execute a promissory note and security 
agreement as a condition of the installment payment 
plan.” This instruction manifested in the language of 
the Notes and Security Agreement, which was exe-
cuted by the FCC and incorporates all of the terms of 
the Notes.  

 The Notes, which were drafted by FCC, contain 
the Forum Selection Clause which requires that,  

ANY LEGAL ACTION OR PROCEEDING 
RELATING TO THIS NOTE, THE SECUR-
ITY AGREEMENT, OR OTHER DOCU-
MENTS EVIDENCING OR SECURING 
THE DEBT TRANSACTION EVIDENCED 
HEREBY MAY ONLY BE BROUGHT IN 
THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. . . .  
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 There is no ambiguity in this selection of the 
district court forum for Alpine’s lawsuit against the 
FCC. Forum selection clauses are prima facie valid 
and should be honored by the parties and enforced by 
courts. M/S Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co., 407 U.S. 
1, 10 (1972). This would be the case if Alpine were 
contesting the suitability of this forum as much as it 
is the case here, where the FCC is seeking to repudi-
ate its own selected forum.  

 That the FCC understood and intended that it 
would serve as commercial lender and secured credi-
tor to Alpine is abundantly clear. There is likewise 
no precedent which Alpine has located, nor any 
which the FCC has cited, in which a governmental 
agency has explicitly chosen a forum within its 
Congressionally-bestowed discretion only to later re-
pudiate its chosen forum. For this reason, the Court 
should also grant Alpine’s petition to settle this mat-
ter of first impression concerning the scope of a 
federal agency’s authority to select a forum for dis-
putes arising out of a contract with a member of the 
public when the agency is given broad authority to do 
so by Congress.  

 
C. The District Court Should Have Deferred To 

The FCC’s Interpretation Of Its Jurisdiction 
And Authority To Select The District Court 
As The Forum For Alpine’s Lawsuit. 

 The FCC’s selection of the District Court as the 
sole forum for all lawsuits between the FCC and 
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Alpine relating to the Notes and Security Agreements 
was a decision which the FCC made within the au-
thority bestowed upon it by 47 USC § 309. As recently 
repeated and further explained by this Court, courts 
are required to defer to an agency’s reasonable inter-
pretation of the scope of its own authority when an 
enabling statute is ambiguous. City of Arlington v. 
FCC, 133 S. Ct. at 1863. That deference is required 
when a court is considering whether the agency 
correctly defined its own jurisdiction or any other 
application of its enabling statute. Id. at 1868. This 
Court explained, plainly, that the question a court 
must resolve before deferring to an agency’s interpre-
tation of its enabling statute is, “simply, whether the 
agency has stayed within the bounds of its statutory 
authority.” Id.  

 The City of Arlington opinion clarified the scope 
of the Court’s two-step analysis articulated in 
Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resource Def. Council, 
Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984). Under the Chevron 
instructions, courts follow a two-step analysis when 
reviewing a federal agency’s interpretation of its 
enabling statute. Chevron at 842-43. First, a court 
must determine whether the statute in question is 
ambiguous before considering whether further in-
terpretation of the regulation is required. Id. If 
the regulation is ambiguous, then the court’s analysis 
is limited to determining whether the agency’s inter-
pretation is “based on a permissible interpretation of 
the statute.” Id. When an agency’s interpretation is 
called for, unless it is “plainly erroneous,” the agency 
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interpretation is entitled to deference by the review-
ing court. Id.  

 Here, 47 USC § 309 expresses a clear Congres-
sional policy and intention for the FCC to enter the 
realm of private contracting parties. Congress ex-
pressly instructed the FCC to become a creditor for 
the small business designated entities like Alpine, 
and it instructed the FCC to secure its creditor in-
terests. The FCC, in interpreting the instructions of 
Congress, used commercially-reasonable methods to 
commemorate Alpine’s debt commitments with the 
Notes and entered into the Security Agreements to 
secure its interests. Among the various terms which 
the FCC interpreted as necessary or appropriate to 
effect Congress’ intention, the FCC decided that the 
exclusive forum for all lawsuits arising out of the 
Notes or Security Agreements was to be the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Columbia. This 
was a reasonable interpretation by the FCC of its 
Congressionally-bestowed jurisdiction. The District 
Court, accordingly, should have deferred to the FCC’s 
selection of that forum under the Chevron and City of 
Arlington standards and give effect to the Forum 
Selection Clause. 

 This Court should grant Alpine’s petition because 
the circuit court’s opinion seems to conflict with the 
Court’s above teachings. 
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D. Congress Did Intend To Waive The FCC’s 
Sovereign Immunity To Alpine’s Breach Of 
Contract Suit. 

 A court interprets whether Congress intended 
to waive sovereign immunity not by “a ritualistic 
formula”, but instead by reference to the intent to 
waive immunity and the scope of such a waiver by 
reference to underlying congressional policy. Fran-
chise Tax Bd. of California v. United States Postal 
Service, 467 U.S. 512, 521 (1984), quoting Keifer & 
Keifer v. Reconstruction Finance Corp., 306 U.S. 381, 
389 (1939), additional citations omitted. Waiver of 
sovereign immunity is a jurisdictional question, and 
its waiver is a prerequisite to jurisdiction. United 
States v. Mitchell, 463 U.S. 206, 210 (1983) (United 
States may not be sued without its consent, the 
existence of which is a prerequisite for jurisdiction). 
This Court has held that Congress’ intent to waive 
sovereign immunity can be inferred from language 
indicating that Congress intended to inject an agen-
cy’s activities into the commercial world, for instance 
with language indicating that the agency could “sue 
or be sued”. Franchise Tax Bd., 467 U.S. at 518 (in 
the absence of a showing to the contrary, “it must 
be presumed that when Congress launched a gov-
ernmental agency into the commercial world and 
endowed it with authority to ‘sue or be sued,’ that 
agency is not less amenable to judicial process than a 
private enterprise under like circumstances would 
be.”), quoting FHA v. Burr, 309 U.S. 202, 245 (1940). 
This Court similarly found that Congressional language 
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indicating that it contemplated an agency could “set-
tle and compromise claims” satisfied a clear intention 
from Congress that sovereign immunity was waived 
for the authorized actions. Franchise Tax Bd., 467 
U.S. at 519. 

 Here, again, Congress’ intention for the FCC to 
engage Alpine as a commercial counterparty is well 
established by the language of 47 USC § 309. It was 
clearly Congress’ intention for the FCC to be subject 
to the gamut of obligations and privileges which par-
ties choose to accept in negotiated commercial rela-
tionships. The FCC implemented Congress’ expressed 
will by, among other things, selecting the District 
Court for the District of Columbia as the sole forum 
for all lawsuits arising between it and Alpine. The 
intent of Congress to put FCC in the place of an 
ordinary commercial actor, able to select the forum 
for its disputes, is explicit from Congress’ stated 
policy and from the statute. On that basis, this Court 
should grant this petition because the circuit court’s 
determination that sovereign immunity was not 
waived is not consistent with Congress’ stated intent 
and, for that reason, calls for an exercise of this 
Court’s supervisory power. 

---------------------------------  --------------------------------- 
 

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons stated above, this Court should 
grant Alpine’s petition for writ of certiorari because 
the circuit court decided an important question of 
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federal law that has not been, but should be, settled 
by this Court concerning whether the FCC had the 
authority to select the forum for its disputes with 
Alpine. This Court should further grant Alpine’s pe-
tition because the Circuit Court interpreted this 
Court’s opinion in City of Arlington v. FCC in a man-
ner that conflicts with this Court’s instruction that 
federal district courts are required to defer to federal 
agency determinations on questions of the agency’s 
jurisdiction. Lastly, this Court should grant Alpine’s 
petition pursuant to its supervisory power because 
the circuit court improperly decided the important 
federal question of whether Congress intended the 
FCC to have the authority to negotiate the Forum 
Selection Clause. 

Respectfully submitted, 

ROSS M. BABBITT 
 Counsel of Record 
ROSS M. BABBITT CO., LPA 
1382 West 9th Street 
Suite 220 
Cleveland, Ohio 44113 
rbabbitt@babbitt-lawfirm.com 
(216) 623-6346 
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Appeal from the United States District Court 
for the District of Columbia 

(No. 1:13-cv-00006) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Before: BROWN, MILLETT and PILLARD, Circuit 
Judges 

 
JUDGMENT 

 This appeal was considered on the record from 
the United States District Court for the District of 
Columbia and the briefs filed by the parties. See FED. 
R. APP. P. 34(a)(2); D.C. CIR. R. 34(j). The Court has 
accorded the issues full consideration and determined 
that they do not warrant a published opinion. See 
D.C. CIR. R. 36(d). For the reasons stated below, it is 
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 ORDERED and ADJUDGED that the district 
court’s order entered June 3, 2013 be affirmed. 

 In May 1996, Alpine PCS, Inc. (Alpine) submitted 
winning bids for two FCC licenses for wireless spec-
trum. Alpine agreed to pay a portion of the winning 
bids in installments with interest and executed a 
contract with FCC memorializing the payment terms. 
Alpine failed to make timely payments, and FCC 
exercised its rights under the contract by 
reauctioning the spectrum licenses. In that process, 
Alpine appealed the denials of its requests for re-
structuring or waiver of its installment payment 
deadlines administratively within FCC and then filed 
a petition for review with this court. We affirmed the 
2010 FCC order challenged by Alpine in a decision 
issued December 21, 2010. See Alpine PCS, Inc. v. 
FCC, 404 F. App’x 508 (D.C. Cir. 2010). In January 
2013, Alpine filed a breach of contract suit against 
FCC in district court. The court dismissed the suit for 
lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Alpine lodges two 
arguments on appeal. First, Alpine claims a forum 
selection clause within the contracts it signed with 
FCC is controlling because Congress provided a 
waiver of sovereign immunity in 47 U.S.C. § 309(j). 
Second, Alpine contends the district court erred in not 
deferring to FCC’s interpretation of its jurisdiction, as 
purportedly embodied in that contract clause, in 
accordance with City of Arlington v. FCC, 133 S. Ct. 
1863 (2013). Because each argument is clearly fore-
closed by statute and precedent, we affirm the district 
court’s judgment. 
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 To bring a claim against the United States, a 
plaintiff must identify an unequivocal waiver of 
sovereign immunity in statutory text. FAA v. Cooper, 
132 S. Ct. 1441, 1448 (2012). Courts are required to 
read language purporting to effect a waiver of sover-
eign immunity narrowly and construe any ambigui-
ties in the statutory language in favor of preserving 
immunity. Id. Alpine’s assertion that Congress pro-
vided a waiver of sovereign immunity in 47 U.S.C. 
§§ 309(j)(3)(B) and (4)(A) is mistaken. These provi-
sions only direct FCC to use wireless licensing to 
“promot[e] economic opportunity and competition,” id. 
§ 309(j)(3)(B), and, in furtherance of these goals, to 
“consider alternative payment schedules” for licen-
sees, id. § 309(j)(4)(A). Neither provision constitutes 
an unequivocal (or even an equivocal) waiver of 
sovereign immunity. Instead, the waiver of sovereign 
immunity appears in 47 U.S.C. § 402, which gives the 
courts of appeals, not the district court, exclusive 
jurisdiction over review of final FCC orders. See FCC 
v. ITT World Commc’ns, Inc., 466 U.S. 463, 468 
(1984). Specifically, subsection 402(b)(5) consigns to 
this Court challenges “[b]y the holder of any . . . 
station license which has been . . . revoked by” the 
FCC. Although camouflaged as a contractual dispute, 
Alpine’s suit really challenges the FCC’s decision to 
“revoke” the licenses for non-payment and thus falls 
squarely within subsection 402(b)’s bull’s-eye.1 

 
 1 Alpine has not challenged the portion of the district court 
decision below concluding that no jurisdiction existed under the 

(Continued on following page) 
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 Alpine’s second argument is similarly inapt. In 
Alpine’s view, the validity of the forum selection 
clause was premised on the waiver Congress purport-
edly provided in section 309(j). Without an express 
waiver, there was no jurisdictional grant at all, let 
alone a grant of agency authority that even arguably 
could have been subject to FCC’s interpretation under 
City of Arlington. Furthermore, neither a court nor 
the parties has the power to alter the jurisdiction that 
Congress specifies for Article III courts, as City of 
Arlington itself explained. See 133 S. Ct. at 1868-69 & 
1871-72 n.3; see also Christianson v. Colt Indus. 
Operating Corp., 486 U.S. 800, 818 (1988) (“[A] court 
may not in any case, even in the interest of justice, 
extend its jurisdiction where none exists. . . .”); 
Ins. Corp. of Ir. v. Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinee, 
456 U.S. 694, 702 (1982) (“[N]o action of the parties 
can confer subject-matter jurisdiction upon a federal 
court. Thus, the consent of the parties is irrele-
vant. . . .”); accord Akinseye v. Dist. of Columbia, 339 
F.3d 970, 971 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (same). 

 
Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1491(a)(1), to hear its claims and, 
consequently, declining to transfer the case to the Court of 
Federal Claims. As a result, we need not address whether the 
Tucker Act could have provided jurisdiction in that court given 
the exclusivity of this court’ s jurisdiction, as recognized under 
similar circumstances in City of Rochester v. Bond, 603 F.2d 927, 
934 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (holding that, for claims falling within the 
jurisdictional grant of Section 402(b), that subsection provides 
“the exclusive mode of judicial review of such controversies as 
this, save for those instances in which the statutory review 
would be inadequate”). 
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 In that regard, Alpine misunderstands the hold-
ing in City of Arlington. There, the question present-
ed was “whether a court must defer under Chevron 
[U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 
U.S. 837 (1984)] to an agency’s interpretation of a 
statutory ambiguity that concerns the scope of the 
agency’s statutory authority (that is, its jurisdiction).” 
City of Arlington, 133 S. Ct. at 1868. At issue was a 
section of the Communications Act requiring that 
applications for proposed wireless tower and antenna 
sites be decided within a “reasonable” period of time 
by state and local governments. Id. at 1866-67. The 
FCC promulgated regulations defining what number 
of days would count as “reasonable.” Id. at 1867. And 
the Supreme Court held that courts owed the FCC’s 
interpretation of its regulatory authority to promul-
gate regulations defining that term Chevron defer-
ence. Id. at 1874-75. Unlike City of Arlington, this 
case does not involve an exercise of FCC regulatory 
jurisdiction or Chevron deference. Rather, this case is 
about the jurisdiction of Article III courts, and wheth-
er FCC had the authority to waive the United States’ 
sovereign immunity and confer subject matter juris-
diction on the district court. On this query, the score 
is well settled. See Ramey v. Bowsher, 9 F.3d 133, 136 
n.7 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (“Interpreting statutes granting 
jurisdiction to Article III courts is exclusively the 
province of the courts.”); see also Kontrick v. Ryan, 
540 U.S. 443, 452 (2004) (“Only Congress may deter-
mine a lower federal court’s subject matter jurisdic-
tion.”); Settles v. U.S. Parole Comm’n, 429 F.3d 1098, 
1105 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (“Sovereign immunity may not 
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be waived by federal agencies.”). For the foregoing 
reasons, we affirm the district court’s judgment.2 

 Pursuant to D.C. CIR. R. 36, this disposition will 
not be published. The Clerk is directed to withhold 
issuance of the mandate herein until seven days after 
resolution of any timely petition for rehearing or 
rehearing en banc. See FED. R. APP. P. 41(b); D.C. CIR. 
R. 41(a)(1). 

 
 

FOR THE COURT:
Mark J. Langer, Clerk 

 BY:  /s/ 
  Jennifer M. Clark

Deputy Clerk 
 
  

 
 2 To the extent Alpine is arguing that the inclusion of the 
forum selection clause is itself an agency interpretation of the 
language in Section 309(j), it points to nothing to suggest that 
this action in fact represents an interpretation of the cited 
language. The FCC, in fact, disavows it. Nor, in any event, does 
Alpine provide authority indicating that the contractual provi-
sion would constitute the type of agency regulation to which this 
Court would accord deference, even if such deference could be 
squared with our precedent in cases such as Ramey. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 

ALPINE PCS, INC., 

    Plaintiff, 

    v. 

FEDERAL COMMUNICA-
TIONS COMMISSION 
and PIONEER CREDIT 
RECOVERY, INC., 

    Defendants. 

Civil Action No. 
13-cv-6 (RLW) 

 
ORDER 

 Upon careful consideration of the Federal Com-
munication Commission’s (“FCC”) Motion to Dismiss 
(Dkt. No. 8), Defendant Pioneer Credit Recovery, 
Inc.’s (“Pioneer”) Motion to Dismiss (Dkt. No. 10), 
Plaintiff ’s Opposition(s) thereto (Dkt. No. 12), the 
FCC’s and Pioneer’s Reply Briefs (Dkt. Nos. 14, 15), 
the entire record in this action, and the arguments of 
counsel during the hearing on June 3, 2013, it is 
hereby, 

 ORDERED that the FCC’s Motion to Dismiss is 
hereby GRANTED for the reasons stated on the 
record in open court, and the Court hereby DIS-
MISSES Plaintiff ’s claims against the FCC in their 
entirety with prejudice; and it is, 

 FURTHER ORDERED that Pioneer’s Motion to 
Dismiss is also GRANTED for the reasons stated on 
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the record in open court, and the Court hereby DIS-
MISSES Plaintiff ’s declaratory judgment claim 
against Pioneer with prejudice. 

SO ORDERED. 

Date: June 3, 2013 

[SEAL] /s/ Robert L. Wilkins
 ROBERT L. WILKINS

United States District Judge
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA  

 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  x  
ALPINE PCS, 

    Plaintiff 

v. 

FEDERAL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMISSION, ET AL., 

    Defendants. 

 

Civil Case No. 13-06 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  x  
 

Washington, D.C. 
Monday, June 3, 2013 

11:00 A.M. 

TRANSCRIPT OF MOTIONS HEARING 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE ROBERT L. WILKINS 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

APPEARANCES: 

For the Plaintiff: Ross Michael Babbitt, Esq. 
ROSS M. BABBITT CO., LPA 
700 West St. Clair Avenue, 
 Suite 200 
Cleveland, OH 44133 
(216) 623-6346 

 Steven M. Buckman, Esq. 
BUCKMANLEGAL PLLC 
4315 50th Street NW, Suite 60 
Washington, DC 20016 
(202) 351-6100 
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Court Reporter: Lisa Walker Griffith, RPR 
U.S. District Courthouse 
Room 6507 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
(202) 354-3247 

[2] APPEARANCES: (Cont’d.) 

For the Defendants: Lloyd Haley Randolph, Esq. 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
1100 L Street, NW, Suite 10032 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
(202) 307-0356 

 Matthew Harrold Sorensen, Esq. 
CAMERON McEVOY PLLC 
11325 Random Hills Road, 
 Suite 200 
Fairfax, VA 22030 
(703) 460-9342 

 
[3] PROCEEDINGS  

  THE DEPUTY CLERK: This is Civil Action 
13-06. Alpine PCS, Inc. versus Federal Communica-
tions Commission. 

 Would the parties please come forward and state 
your names for the record. 

  MR. BUCKMAN: Steven Buckman on be-
half of plaintiff, Your Honor. 

  MR. BABBITT: Ross Babbitt also on behalf 
of the plaintiff, Your Honor. 

  THE COURT: Good morning. 
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  MR. RANDOLPH: Lloyd Randolph on be-
half of the Federal Communication Commission. With 
me at counsel table is Hillary Perchik of the FCC. 

  THE COURT: Good morning. 

  MR. SORENSEN: Good morning, Your Honor. 
Matthew Sorensen on behalf of Pioneer. 

  THE COURT: Good morning. All right. 
We’re here for a hearing on two motions: motion to 
dismiss by the FCC. There is also a motion in effect to 
dismiss by Pioneer. They’re at docket number 8 and 
docket number 10 on the docket. I have reviewed the 
pleadings. 

 But I’ll hear from you if there is something in 
addition you want to bring to my attention or that 
you want to highlight from the pleadings or empha-
size, I’ll certainly hear from you now. I don’t know 
who want to proceed first. [4] FCC or Pioneer. But it’s 
your motion so I’ll hear from you first. 

  MR. RANDOLPH: I will, Your Honor. 
Thank you. Lloyd Randolph on behalf of the FCC. 

 Your Honor, there are three main points that I 
make today. The first is that the Court lacks subject 
matter jurisdiction over Alpine’s claims against the 
FCC. The second is that, even if you have subject 
matter jurisdiction, those claims in the complaint 
failed to state a legally cognizable claim against the 
FCC. 
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 And lastly, the Court should not transfer this 
case to some other court. It’s important to understand 
the interrelationships between those three main 
points. 

 So, even if the Court is persuaded that you lack 
subject matter jurisdiction over the claims against 
the FCC, you need to think about whether the claims 
state a claim in order to evaluate properly the third 
issue, whether the case should be transferred to a 
different Court and also, because those issues relat-
ing to whether the claims state a claim bear on 
whether the claims against Pioneer should be dis-
missed. 

 Let me turn first to the most important point. 
Namely that sovereign immunity has not been 
waived for Alpine to present its claims against the 
FCC in this Court. 

 Jurisdiction is lacking over Alpine’s non tort [5] 
claims because these claims challenge the FCC’s or-
der affirming cancellation of Alpine’s licenses for non-
payment. 

  THE COURT: How am I supposed to read 
this contractual provision that seems to contemplate 
that this Court, the U.S. District Court for the Dis-
trict of Columbia would hear matters involving this 
agreement? 

  MR. RANDOLPH: Well, let me turn imme-
diately to that, Your Honor. The note which Alpine 
signed does not waive sovereign immunity. The law is 
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very clear that waivers of sovereign immunity must 
be unequivocably expressed in a statute. That note is 
no statute. And moreover, parties cannot define a 
Court’s subject matter jurisdiction by agreement. 

 This Court’s subject matter jurisdiction is defined 
by Congress, not by contract. I think the argument 
that the plaintiff has made confuses subject matter 
jurisdiction with personal jurisdiction. And I’ll talk 
more about this in my discussion about why the claim 
fails to state a claim. But for now, for purposes of the 
discussion about subject matter jurisdiction, I think 
that suffices. There isn’t a waiver express in a con-
tract. And a contract cannot define the Court’s subject 
matter jurisdiction. Congress does that. 

 Back to the – what I think is the dispositive point 
on subject matter jurisdiction, Your Honor. Congress, 
in Section 407-B of the Communications Act gives the 
D.C. [6] Circuit exclusive jurisdiction over challenges 
to FCC licensing decisions. And the FCC decided, 
when Alpine failed to make timely payments on its 
installments, that Alpine’s licenses automatically can-
celed. 

 And that question, the question of whether the 
licenses automatically canceled can be appealed only 
to the D.C. Circuit. Here, the plaintiffs have sought to 
bring an independent action in this Court. But this 
Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over claims of 
that sort. 

  THE COURT: Why shouldn’t I agree with 
the plaintiffs that they’re not really challenging a 
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license decision here, that this is something different 
than the challenge that the D.C. Circuit has exclusive 
jurisdiction over. 

  MR. RANDOLPH: Your Honor, I think all 
of the aspects of the complaint, except for the tort 
claim, are part and parcel of the challenge to that 
licensing decision. They claim for example that the 
FCC somehow breached a contract by refusing to 
renegotiate the contract with them. But the problem 
with that is that they previously breached. And the 
FCC thus didn’t have any duty to continue to negoti-
ate with them about restructuring the contract. 

 And that issue came before the Bankruptcy 
Court in Alpine’s bankruptcy in 2008. The Bank-
ruptcy Court in its opinion said Alpine breached. It 
wasn’t the FCC that [7] breached. Alpine materially 
breached by failing to make timely installment pay-
ments. 

 That question then came to this Court on appeal. 
Judge Mott said that it agreed entirely with the 
Bankruptcy Court’s decision and that question then 
went to the D.C. Circuit. And the D.C. Circuit af-
firmed for the reasons stated by the Bankruptcy 
Court. 

 And all the other claims are all bound up in that 
question of whether the licenses are gone or not. And 
they turn on whether the FCC breached or whether 
Alpine breached. And the question of the Alpine 
breach has already been exhaustively evaluated and 
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ruled on by the Bankruptcy Court, this Court and the 
D.C. Circuit. 

 The only part that is not part and parcel of that 
question of whether the license is automatically 
canceled for non payment is Alpine’s tort claim. But 
Alpine’s tort claim is plainly outside this Court’s 
subject matter jurisdiction for two independent rea-
sons. The first is that Alpine has failed to present its 
tort claim to the FCC at administrative determina-
tion. And under the Federal Tort Claims Act, that is a 
prerequisite even to seeking judicial review. 

 The second independent reason why this Court 
lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the tort claim is 
that it involves the putative misrepresentation by the 
FCC, in the note that we’ve been talking about, they 
say well, you [8] shouldn’t have said that the case 
could be brought in the District Court for the District 
of Columbia because that isn’t so, if you take the 
position that the District Court here lacks subject 
matter jurisdiction. 

 But that alleged tort, that claim that the FCC 
said something that wasn’t true involves a misrepre-
sentation and the Federal Tort Claims Act explicitly 
carves out from the waiver of the sovereign immunity 
they’re provided claims based on a misrepresentation. 
That’s 28 USC 2680(H). 

 On both of these points, Your Honor, I think this 
is very important to understand both with respect to 
the argument that the Court lacks subject matter  
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jurisdiction because Congress has given the D.C. Cir-
cuit exclusive subject matter jurisdiction over claims 
arising from FCC licensing decisions, and on the 
question of whether the Court has subject matter ju-
risdiction under the Federal Tort Claims Act, Alpine 
is silent. It offers no response at all. It appears to 
have waived its arguments on those. And I think it 
waived them rightly because it don’t really have a 
good argument to make in response. 

 Alpine’s argument, going back to the issue of 
the note, Alpine’s argument is that the FCC had some 
congressionally bestowed discretion to choose the fo-
rum to which it would be subject to suit. That’s just 
wrong. By empowering the FCC to promote economic 
opportunity and to [9] provide small business licenses 
with financing, and. Congress did that in section 309-
J of the Communications Act, Congress did not waive 
the FCC’s sovereign immunity. 

 The section to which they point doesn’t talk about 
courts. It doesn’t talk about jurisdiction. And in order 
to have a waiver of sovereign immunity, you have to 
have a discussion like that. 

 The one case to which Alpine points is Franchise 
Tax Board of California versus the Postal Service. But 
there, Congress set the Postal Service into the com-
mercial world by explicitly providing that the Postal 
Service had the power to sue and be sued in its own 
name. 

 The FCC does not have that power. The FCC 
does not have the ability that the Postal Service has 
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to settle claims independent of the ordinary mecha-
nism for settling claims against arms of the United 
States. So I think it’s perfectly clear, Your Honor, that 
sovereign immunity has not been waived. 

 In their notice of new authority, Alpine points 
to City of Arlington versus FCC, a recent Supreme 
Court decision. That case is irrelevant. It does not 
demonstrate that the Court has subject matter juris-
diction over Alpine’s claims. The case concerned a 
section of the Communications Act requiring that ap-
plications for citing wireless towers and antennas be 
decided within a reasonable period of time. [10] And 
the FCC promulgated regulations defining what num-
ber of days would count as reasonable. 

 The Supreme Court held that courts owed the 
FCC’s interpretation of its regulatory jurisdiction to 
promulgate these regulations Chevron deference. But 
we don’t have a case where the FCC has exercised 
any regulatory jurisdiction. We do not have a case 
involving Chevron deference. 

 What this case is about is a suit against the FCC 
and whether this Court has subject matter jurisdic-
tion over claims against the FCC. And thus, this case 
involves sovereign immunity issues, not Chevron 
deference issues. 

 No other statute empowers this Court to hear 
Alpine’s claims against the FCC. The complaint cites 
the general federal question statute and the diversity 
statute. But neither of them waives sovereign im-
munity. And again, Alpine seems to have abandoned 
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the citation that it gives for those in its complaint by 
failing to offer up any authorities that would suggest 
that the authorities we have cited, which include D.C. 
Circuit authorities, that those statutes do not waive 
sovereign immunity. 

 Let me turn to why the complaint fails to state 
a claim against the FCC on which relief could be 
granted. The most important point, Your Honor, is 
that claim preclusion bars Alpine’s claims. 

 Alpine has already litigated and lost its breach 
of [11] contract, declaratory judgment and breach 
of fiduciary duty claims. The Bankruptcy Court, as 
I mentioned earlier, expressly held that Alpine 
breached it contracts with the FCC by failing to make 
timely payments on the notes. 

 Alpine’s material breach relieved the FCC of any 
duty to continue performing its contracts with Alpine, 
whether under an implied duty of good faith or other-
wise. Alpine’s declaratory judgment claims, both of 
them, both numbered Count Four, are simply another 
way of framing its breach of contract claim. 

 The FCC order affirming the determination that 
Alpine’s licenses had automatically canceled for non-
payment, expressly rejected Alpine’s breach of fiduci-
ary duty claim. Alpine appealed that to the D.C. 
Circuit and they lost. And the D.C. Circuit, as I men-
tioned, also affirmed for the reasons stated at the 
Bankruptcy Court, the other claims that Alpine seeks 
to bring here except for two. And we concede that 
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there has not yet been an expressed determination of 
Alpine’s unjust enrichment claim and its fraud claim. 

 But those claims arise from the same nucleus of 
operative facts as Alpine’s already rejected claims. So 
they are merged into those claims and barred. Alpine 
does not get yet another bite at the apple under the 
doctrine of claim preclusion. Its claims have been 
decided. And if it wanted to pursue those claims, it 
needed do so in the earlier [12] proceedings. 

  THE COURT: What about Alpine’s argu-
ment that in fact the Bankruptcy Court didn’t really 
decide these claims as far as deciding the merits. 
They just had to decide whether the property, it was 
deciding really a property question as to whether or 
not these licenses were within the estate and there-
fore subject to the jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy 
Court or not. And it didn’t really reach the merits 
because that’s a different question. Isn’t that Alpine’s 
argument? 

  MR. RANDOLPH: I’m not sure that they 
phrased it quite that clearly but I’m happy to address 
it in that way, Your Honor. 

 The Bankruptcy Court got to that conclusion 
necessarily by recognizing that the license is canceled 
because Alpine had breached. They had a contract 
under which they were supposed to make installment 
payments. And they didn’t. 

 The FCC gave them six extra months to pay. And 
they didn’t. And the only way the Bankruptcy Court 
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could come to the conclusion that the licenses had 
automatically cancelled was by concluding, as it ex-
pressly did in its memorandum opinion, that Alpine 
had breached its contractual agreement to make 
those installment payments. So I think to the extent 
Alpine is trying to suggest that the Bankruptcy Court 
did not [13] decide that Alpine had breached is incon-
sistent with the language of the Court’s order. 

 The other way of addressing this, Your Honor, is 
to recognize, and I do think this is an argument that 
Alpine has made. Alpine says that the Bankruptcy 
Court had only very narrow jurisdiction. And that’s 
just wrong. 

 The Supreme Court has described the Bank-
ruptcy Court’s jurisdiction under 28 USC 1334(B) as 
broad. Other courts including this one have said the 
same. The Supreme Court, in Celotex, said that the 
jurisdictional grant includes any claims by the estate 
that could conceivably have any effect on the estate 
being administered in the bankruptcy. 

 Well, these could have. Alpine says here, we’ve 
got a $20 million claim against the FCC. If they 
wanted to bring that claim, they could have and 
should have in the bankruptcy. And to the extent that 
they did not, that claim is merged into the other 
aspects of the things that they did bring in front of 
the Bankruptcy Court and barred. They had their 
bite at the apple. 

 The sovereign immunity problem that they have 
now would not have been an issue in front of the 
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Bankruptcy Court based on the waiver of sovereign 
immunity in 11 USC 106(B) and 106(C.) And the FCC 
filed a proof of claim in the bankruptcy for $39 mil-
lion. And Alpine could have said, no, [14] no, we object 
to that claim because you breached first. And then we 
could have had litigation in the Bankruptcy Court on 
that issue. They chose not to do it. 

 Now, the waiver of sovereign immunity in 106 of 
the Bankruptcy Code no longer applies to them be-
cause their bankruptcy is over. Under the subsections 
of that statute, the claim – the waiver rather of sov-
ereign immunity must relate to property of the bank-
ruptcy estate. 

 With the dismissal of that bankruptcy, there isn’t 
any bankruptcy estate. So, we’re back to the situation 
that existed before Alpine commenced its bankruptcy, 
where there isn’t a waiver of sovereign immunity for 
the questions that they seek to present. 

 Even if you were to conclude that somehow 
Alpine has claims that have not been merged and 
barred by the previous proceedings, both in front of 
the Bankruptcy Court, this Court, the D.C. Circuit, 
the Wireless Bureau of the FCC, the full Federal 
Communications Commission and again the D.C. Cir-
cuit. Each of its claims lack facial validity. 

 The FCC didn’t reach any agreement by refusing 
to negotiate in good faith. As the Bankruptcy Court 
found, Alpine breached its contract by failing to make 
installment payments. And its failure then ended any 
responsibility of the FCC to do anything more under 
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that contract. Either under its expressed terms or any 
implied duty of good faith. 

 [15] Alpine’s admitted failure in 2002 to make 
installment payments eliminates any actual contro-
versy about whether the FCC breached its contracts 
with Alpine so precludes Alpine from prevailing on its 
declaratory judgment counts. 

 Let me talk briefly if about Alpine’s unjust en-
richment claim. The FCC was not unjustly enriched 
by Alpine’s pre-default payments because Alpine 
agreed to make those payments in its contract with 
the FCC. Alpine attached to its complaint the con-
tracts pursuant to which it made those payments. 
Unjust enrichment claims are limited to circum-
stances where a contract does not govern the party’s 
relationship. 

 And here, all you have to do is look at their 
complaint and its attachments to see that there are 
contracts. So there isn’t a valid unjust enrichment 
claim. 

 Interestingly, when you look at the security 
agreement, you will see that Alpine expressly dis-
claimed any right to proceeds from the FCC’s re-
auction of the right to use the spectrum formerly 
licensed to Alpine. So not only are there contracts, but 
the contracts make clear that the claim lacks merit. 

 Alpine also lacks the facially valid claim for the 
fraud in the inducement arising out of the Forum 
Choice Clause. They point to that and the note of 
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which or in which [16] the language appears. But the 
FCC never signed that note. And there isn’t any 
defined term in that note suggesting that the FCC 
was a party to it, nor is there a signature line in that 
note for the FCC. 

 So, the statement that says claims arising under 
this note can be brought in the District Court of the 
District of Columbia bind only on Alpine. They don’t 
require the FCC to bring its actions against Alpine in 
this Court by signing the note with that provision in 
it. 

  THE COURT: If he wanted to bring an 
action against Alpine, where would they bring it? 

  MR. RANDOLPH: They might bring it 
here. They brought it in the Bankruptcy Court when 
Alpine petitioned for bankruptcy. But the FCC has 
chosen not to sue Alpine once its bankruptcy ended. 
And I supposed that if this Court were to conclude 
that it had subject matter jurisdiction and that Al-
pine’s claims had some facial validity, then the FCC 
would be put to the choice of whether it wanted to file 
a counterclaim. But it has not done that. We think 
that on the current record it would be inappropriate 
as a matter of law for this Court to hear Alpine’s 
claims. 

 But even if the FCC somehow should be consid-
ered a party to the note, the Forum Choice Clause 
provisions about this Court’s jurisdiction were just 
misstatements about law. They’re not factual repre-
sentations in that. So if you were [17] to conclude that 
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the FCC, although not a signatory and not a party to 
the notes, were somehow making representations or 
covenants in the notes, you ought to conclude that 
those misstatements, if that’s what they were, were 
nothing more than assertions about where the action 
might be able to be brought as a matter of law. 

 In order to have a fraud claim, you’ve got to have 
more than a misstatement about law. You have to 
have a misstatement about facts. Alpine had its own 
lawyers. It could evaluate for itself, when it signed 
the notes, whether in the event that it wanted to sue 
the FCC in District Court in the District of Columbia, 
this Court would be an appropriate forum for such a 
lawsuit. 

 Alpine’s breach of fiduciary duty claim lacks 
facial validity as well. Alpine has not identified any 
statute or regulation that would impose on the FCC a 
fiduciary duty. And the Supreme Court has made very 
clear that the federal government is not susceptible to 
breach of fiduciary duty claims unless a statute or 
regulation specifically imposes such a fiduciary duty 
on the Federal Government. 

 We made that point. Alpine has not offered up 
any response to it and evidently concedes that they do 
not have a statute or regulation that would impose a 
fiduciary duty on the United States. 

 But even if that were not enough, Your Honor, 
[18] regulators like the FCC generally don’t have a 
fiduciary duty to those they regulate. Fiduciaries are 
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supposed to be looking out for the interest of their 
beneficiaries. 

 If you impose a fiduciary duty on the FCC in a 
case like this, all of a sudden, instead of thinking 
about the public’s welfare, the FCC would be forced to 
divert its attention to pursue, not the public’s welfare, 
but the welfare of its licensees. That surely is not the 
right approach when you have a regulator like the 
FCC trying to weigh the many competing concerns of 
the public’s interest. 

 Moreover, creditors generally lack fiduciary du-
ties to their debtors. A lender is supposed to be able to 
pursue its own interest, not looking out for the inter-
est of its borrower. 

 Alpine’s one case which it says supports its 
fiduciary claim doesn’t talk about fiduciary claims at 
all. It talks about breach of contract. I would briefly 
note, Your Honor, also that Alpine’s claims failed to 
state a cognizable claim because they’re untimely. 

 The pertinent statute gave Alpine six years to 
sue the United States from the date when its claims 
arose. Its contract claims surely arose by January 
2004 when the FCC said very plainly, look, you don’t 
have these licenses anymore because you failed to 
pay. 

 But Alpine didn’t sue within six years of that 
date. [19] And similarly, its breach of fiduciary duty 
claims surely accrued by January of 2004 when the 
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FCC said we’re not going to talk to you about a debt 
restructuring. 

 You blew past your six month grace period. You 
had an opportunity to restructure your debts, the 
same opportunity that we gave all other similarly 
situated licensees, you didn’t take it. 

 Our regulations to which your notes point say the 
mechanism for you to get a grace period is simply to 
take the six months of governmental grace, extend it 
to all licensees. You missed it. You blew past that six 
months of grace. Your license is terminated. We don’t 
need to take any action on your request for an admin-
istrative restructure. 

 Well, at that moment, at that moment, Alpine 
surely knew, if it had a fiduciary duty claim, that 
claim had ripened and it could pursue it. But it didn’t 
do it within six years. Times up on that claim. 

 Alpine’s unjust enrichment claim is even more 
untimely. Those claims starting accruing when Alpine 
began making its installment payments in 1996. It 
kept making those payments at least through 2001. 
But did it start up an action for unjust enrichment 
within six years of any of those payments? No, Your 
Honor, it did no such thing. 

 Alpine claims that the FCC’s January 2010 
opinion is the date by which its time bar should be 
calculated because [20] that somehow ratified the 
FCC’s prior actions. But that ought not be when the 
clock started ticking. All of those events that were 
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being supposedly ratified by that January 2010 FCC 
opinion had already occurred. And the clock had 
started ticking at that time when those claims arose. 

 Let me briefly address the third major point, 
Your Honor. And that is, this case should not be 
transferred to the Court of Federal Claims. Under 28 
USC 1631, the Court must evaluate the interests of 
justice and courts have look see at the merits of cases 
before they transfer them to some other court. If they 
are no-hoper case when they come before Your Honor, 
they shouldn’t be sent someplace else because they 
will still be a no-hoper case. And this is such a case, 
Your Honor. 

 Transfer to the Court of Federal Claims would be 
particularly inappropriate because that Court lacks 
subject matter jurisdiction over the claims. As previ-
ously discussed, because this claim involves essen-
tially a challenge to a FCC licensing decision, the 
D.C. Circuit has exclusive jurisdiction. That means 
the Claims Court doesn’t have jurisdiction over those 
claims. 

 The other part of the Alpine claim has to do with 
torts. And 28 USC 1491(A)1 expressly excludes juris-
diction of the Court of Federal Claims over tort 
claims. 

 So, you couldn’t send, even if you thought we 
were [21] wrong about the scope of 47 USC 407(B), 
you couldn’t send the tort claims there. Then, for all 
the reasons that I previously have discussed, all of 
Alpine’s claims lack facial validity in any event. 
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 And if you sent this case to the Court of Federal 
Claims, we would just be filing a very similar motion 
to dismiss. For all those reasons, Your Honor, because 
the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the 
claims in as much as sovereign immunity has not 
been waived and because the claims lack any facial 
validity, the Court should simply dismiss Alpine’s 
claims against the FCC and it ought not transfer this 
case anywhere else. 

  THE COURT: Thank you. 

  MR. RANDOLPH: Thank you, Your Honor. 

  THE COURT: All right. Does counsel for 
Pioneer have anything to add? 

  MR. SORENSEN: Very briefly, Your Honor. 

 We are simply the debt collector that the gov-
ernment has engaged on this. Essentially to the 
extent that the Court rules that the complaint fails to 
state a claim against the government, it would be our 
position that it fails to state a claim against us. 

 There are all of three paragraphs in the com-
plaint which essentially allege that we’re collecting 
the debt. That they’re asking for declaratory judg-
ment, that they don’t [22] owe the debt. If those al-
legations against the government are insufficient to 
state a claim under Twombly then I don’t believe they 
have stated claims against us either. 

 The other point I would just add very briefly, and 
we presented this in our papers, we are essentially 
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occupying the same interests as the government. It’s 
this debt that we’re collecting, the government’s debt. 
To that extent, we would qualify as a privy to the 
extent that any of the claims are barred by claim 
preclusion against the government, they would also 
be barred as to us. Nothing further. 

  THE COURT: All right. Thank you. 

 All right, Mr. Babbitt, Mr. Buckman? 

  MR. BABBITT: Thank you, Your Honor. 

 Briefly, the only reason that Alpine brought this 
claim in Your Honor’s court is because it is trying to 
make the FCC act like the commercial counter-party 
that the FCC was required to act like by Congress. 
This matter would never be in this court were it not 
for the explicit contractual language of the forum 
selection clause. And that’s the only reason we’re 
here. 

 Alpine would like to point out, without repeating 
the arguments that it has raised in the briefing and 
supplemental briefing, would like to highlight the fact 
that this does appear to be a matter of first impres-
sion insofar as Alpine has not been able to find, and I 
do not believe FCC [23] cited any authority to this 
Court, for a prior situation where an agency of the 
U.S. being instructed to enter into a commercial 
relationship, the sorts of relationships are very com-
mon in the commercial world, where that agency in 
affecting Congress’ wish among the various items 
that it included in its own contract with a contracting 
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entity included a forum selection clause where the 
government later, when it was actually brought to 
task for violating the terms of the contractual obliga-
tions, that the government repudiated that forum 
selection clause. That this case seems to be one where 
there is no authority which would say that sovereign 
immunity was or was not waived. 

  THE COURT: All right. Well, there is some 
authority that is relevant here that has been cited. 
And one line of cases that has been cited is that a 
waiver of sovereign immunity must be done by stat-
ute. And you heard the argument of your counterpart 
a few moments ago saying that that’s the clear case 
law from the Supreme Court and the circuit. 

 Do you disagree that that’s what those courts 
have held? And can you point me to any case where a 
waiver of sovereign immunity has been deemed to be 
appropriate when it’s done by a contract? 

  MR. BABBITT: I cannot, Your Honor. I am 
unaware of any cases in the relevant jurisprudence or 
anywhere a [24] government entity has specifically 
chosen a forum and waive its sovereign immunity on 
its own. I mean, an executive branch or agency of the 
U.S. where it has chosen to do that within the four 
corners of the authority to enter into commercial 
relationships from Congress. I’ve found no cases and I 
have seen no cases cited by the government where a 
Court says that an agency may or may not do that. 

 Certainly I’m not here to argue that the general 
proposition is that Congress is to give instruction 
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where the government has waived sovereign immun-
ity. Our point here is that this a new and narrow 
situation where an executive branch, or an agency of 
the executive has taken it upon itself to waive sover-
eign immunity within the context of the authority 
given by Congress to enter into a contractual com-
mercial relationship with the contracting public. 

  THE COURT: All right. Well, with respect 
to the point that has been made in the papers and 
also this morning that, even if I were to – I mean, the 
FCC argues that your argument focuses on part of 
the language but doesn’t really focus on the full sen-
tence which is that this provision is really focusing 
more on Alpine agreeing that if there is any action 
that is brought, that they are subjecting themselves 
to the jurisdiction of this Court, as opposed to it being 
some sort of explicit statement that this Court can 
hear an action brought by Alpine against the FCC. 
That’s their [25] argument about how I should con-
strue this provision. 

 So, you’ve got that. But you’ve also got the argu-
ment that, even if the FCC had written, we agree to 
sue and be sued in the United States District Court 
for the District of Columbia and subject ourselves to 
the subject matter jurisdiction of that Court, even if 
they had written that on the document and had it 
signed by all of the FCC commissioners, that it 
wouldn’t mean anything because they are without the 
power to do that. Congress has to do that. It can’t be 
done in an agreement. 
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 So, what is your authority for, even if the agree-
ment said that, was very explicit that that would be a 
valid waiver of sovereign immunity? 

  MR. BABBITT: To the first point about, 
just if I may, to the first point that the FCC takes the 
position here that the forum selection clause applies 
only to claims brought by Alpine, I would suggest that 
that mitigates more strongly in favor of the fact that 
the FCC, as the drafting and contracting party here, 
wanted this forum selection clause for its benefits. 
And as a contracting party, that this language should 
be reciprocal if FCC were not a federal agency but a 
bank, then I think that the argument would be very 
good that clearly the secured party intended for this 
forum to be the sole forum for all disputes. That’s the 
first issue. 

 [26] To the second issue, Your Honor, I have no 
authority to present to this Court that would sub-
stantiate or that would support an argument that, if 
the entire FCC chose to write explicit language which 
selected this forum as the appropriate forum for all 
lawsuits and waive sovereign immunity, that that 
would or would not be appropriate under current 
sovereign immunity jurisprudence. 

 That’s why I point out that this seems to be a 
matter of first impression because this is what seems 
to be a fairly unusual position where a federal agency 
drafted language that it felt was in its best interest, 
force the commercial counter-party or present it to 
the commercial counter-party, this language and  
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induce contract for the benefit of the agency with this 
language. And then later citing this string of well 
established precedent that lo and behold Alpine is not 
entitled to rely on the contractual provisions of its 
contract with FCC. 

 And this may be an appropriate time to say that 
certainly, as FCC discussed with Your Honor a few 
moments ago, all of Alpine’s claims in this case would 
seem to be mandatory counterclaims in any collection 
action by FCC with would seem to cut against the 
propriety of FCC taking the position, now that it has 
a technical past, if it is the case to the question, the 
direct question Your Honor asked, that FCC could 
never enter into the contractual language that was 
[27] hypothesized. 

 Then it would seem that Alpine, once that became 
the case, once a Court said that Alpine was not en-
titled to rely on this language and can’t sue in this 
forum for instance, that would seem to give rise to 
another cause of action. And in the interest of plead-
ing in the alternative, that’s the basis for the fraudu-
lent inducement claim which was alleged in this 
complaint. 

  THE COURT: Couldn’t all of those claims 
have been brought in the Bankruptcy Court, especially 
since the FCC filed a proof of claim in the Bankruptcy 
Court? 

  MR. BABBITT: It seems they could have, 
as a hypothetical matter, I am not aware of any 
reason why Alpine could not have. Your Honor is 
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clearly aware from the dialogue earlier with FCC of 
Alpine’s position on what matters were properly 
before the Bankruptcy Court in Alpine’s chapter 11. 

 But that was a narrow, last ditch, desperate 
effort by Alpine to try to rescue its licenses from being 
reauctioned. The entire posture and complexion of the 
bankruptcy proceeding was to deal with that one 
expedited matter. No other substantive briefing was 
presented to the bankruptcy judge in that matter. 
Both of the appeals of bankruptcy judge’s order were 
affirmed without opinion. 

 So without having been there, Your Honor, and 
these [28] years later, I couldn’t say whether Alpine 
could have brought claims against FCC. 

 But I will point out respectfully, Your Honor, that 
the claims that Alpine is bringing here, were not yet 
ripe in 2008 in the bankruptcy matter. So for instance, 
in Alpine’s principal claim here, it is alleging that 
FCC did not conduct itself in compliance with FCC’s 
own rules when FCC ignored the restructuring re-
quest. 

 For instance, in 2008, Alpine’s administrative 
appeals and its ultimate attempts to get a review by 
the full FCC board that were ignoring the restructur-
ing requests were still in process. So in 2008, it was 
not the case that the FCC had ratified the decision of 
its lower organs to ignore the restructuring request. 

 So to this date, the FCC has ignored the restruc-
turing request wrongfully. So in 2008, Alpine didn’t 
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have the claim that it has now which is based on the 
January 2010 omnibus decision as we call it in our 
pleadings. 

  THE COURT: All right. Is there anything 
else you want to highlight or respond to from the 
arguments made by the movants? 

  MR. BABBITT: Not at this time, Your 
Honor. I appreciate the opportunity. 

  THE COURT: All right. Thank you. 

 Is there any reply? 

  [29] MR. RANDOLPH: Nothing further from 
the FCC, Your Honor. 

  MR. SORENSEN: Nothing further, Your 
Honor. 

  THE COURT: All right. I am going to take 
a brief recess. I believe that I will have a ruling for 
you. Let’s recess until 12:00. 

 (A brief recess was taken.) 

  THE COURT: I’ve reviewed the pleadings 
in this matter. And considered the arguments made 
this morning. And I’m prepared to rule on the two 
motions. 

 This matter is before the Court on the motion by 
the Federal Communication Commission, the FCC, to 
dismiss, which is at docket number eight. And the 
motion by Defendant Pioneer Credit Recovery, who I 
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will refer to as Pioneer, also to dismiss which is at 
docket number 10. 

 The Court will begin with the FCC’s motion 
because the FCC moves to dismiss under both rules 
12(b)1 and 12(b)6. And as a motion to dismiss under 
12(b)1 for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, the 
Court is duty bound to consider the jurisdictional 
challenge first as stated by numerous authorities 
including Vermont Agency of Natural Resources 
versus United States ex rel. Stevens at 529 U.S. 765 
at 778 from the Supreme Court in 2000. 

 So looking at the Rule 12(b)1 issue, of course the 
federal district courts are courts of limited juris-
diction. [30] It is to be presumed that a cause lies 
outside of this Court’s limited jurisdiction unless the 
plaintiff establishes otherwise, was stated by the 
Supreme Court in Kokkonen versus Guardian Life 
Insurance Company of America, 511 U.S. 375 at 377 
from the Supreme Court in 1994. And similarly our 
circuit has held the same in Khadr versus the United 
States at 529 F.3d, 1112 at 1115, from the D.C. Circuit 
in 2008. 

 Our circuit has also held and made clear that the 
parties cannot confer subject matter jurisdiction upon 
a federal court by their actions because subject matter 
jurisdiction is a matter within, it is a constitutional 
requirement under Article 3 of the Constitution. And 
it is not something that the parties can confer by their 
actions. And that’s from Akinseye versus District of 
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Columbia at 339 F.3d. 970 at 971 from the D.C. 
Circuit in 2003. 

 So, while the Court in evaluating a motion to 
dismiss construes the complaint liberally and gives 
the benefit to the plaintiff of all inferences that can 
reasonably be derived from the alleged facts, nonethe-
less, because it is a motion to dismiss for lack of 
subject matter jurisdiction, the Court will bear closer 
scrutiny to those allegations to resolve this type of a 
motion. And that is made clear by our circuit in Barr 
versus Clinton at 370 F3d., 1196 at 1198 from the 
D.C. Circuit in 2004. And also from the district court 
opinion of Grant Lodge versus Fraternal [31] Order of 
Police, Grant Lodge the Fraternal Order of Police 
versus Ashcroft 185 F. Supp. 2d. 9 at 13 and 14 from 
the District, the District of Columbia 2001 quoting 
Wright and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure at 
Section 1350. 

 When deciding a 12(b)1 motion, the Court can 
consider matters outside of the pleadings as it deems 
appropriate to resolve the question of whether it has 
jurisdiction over the case. See Herbert versus National 
Academy of Sciences at 974 F.2d, 192 at 197 from the 
D.C. Circuit in 1992. 

 Now, moving to the substance of the arguments, 
the FCC’s argument is that Alpine’s claims must be 
dismissed because, as a Federal Government agency, 
the United States’ sovereign immunity shields the 
FCC from suit in Federal District Court. And that 
there must be an explicit consent by the United 
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States to be sued. And without such consent, there is 
no subject matter jurisdiction. And that this sover-
eign immunity of the United States extends to the 
FCC as an agency of the United States. 

 I don’t believe that there has been any contention 
by Alpine that those propositions are not true. And 
those propositions certainly have lots of authority to 
support them including Settles versus United States 
Parole Commission at 429 F3d. 1098 at page 1105 
from the D.C. Circuit in 2005. 

 The FCC has argued and has cited numerous 
cases for [32] the proposition that a waiver of sover-
eign immunity must be unequivocably expressed in 
statutory text. And must be strictly construed in favor 
of the sovereign, citing among other cases Gomez 
Perez versus Potter at 553 U.S. 474 at 491 from the 
Supreme Court in 2008. 

 I asked counsel for Alpine today whether they 
were aware of any contrary authority. And they said 
no. So the Court basically finds that the argument, 
that there was a waiver by any language in the note 
to be unavailing, there is no authority for that propo-
sition. I think that the authority squarely says that a 
forum selection clause or anything in this contract, 
even if it were explicit and even if it were something 
clearly stated by the FCC, wouldn’t be effective at any 
rate. And I don’t find that it’s explicit or even that it 
should be construed the way that the plaintiff says 
that it should. 
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 At any rate, but even if it were, it would not be 
effective. So the Court finds that there is no waiver 
by the note, the language in the note. 

 The second argument made by Alpine, which is 
that there is a waiver based on the Communications 
Act, and they cite subsections J(3)B and J(4)A of the 
statute which is 47 U.S. Code, Section 309. The Court 
finds that neither of those subsections come close to 
the type of universally expressed waiver of sovereign 
immunity that the Supreme Court [33] and the Dis-
trict of Columbia Circuit have held is necessary to 
state such a waiver of sovereign immunity. 

 At best, those subsections set forth certain aspects 
of the Commission’s regulatory authority. And the con-
gressional directives related to the issuance of radio 
and wireless licenses under the Communications Act. 
But those provisions are not expressed waivers of 
sovereign immunity. 

 And the Court does not find Alpine’s reliance on 
the Supreme Court decision in Franchise Tax Board 
of California versus U.S. Postal Service, which is at 
467 U.S. 512 at 521 in the Supreme Court in 1984 to 
be availing. That case is distinguishable on many 
fronts. Mostly because there was the underlying issue 
of whether the Postal Service had waived sovereign 
immunity for the purposes of judicial proceedings was 
not contested. 

 And there was a clear waiver within the Postal 
Service Statute that said the Postal Service could sue 
or be sued. And that appeared at 39 U.S. Code, Section 
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401, subparagraph one. And it was really just an issue 
of whether that waiver of sovereign immunity ex-
tended to administrative proceedings. 

 That’s not what we have here. And I don’t find 
that that case really aids the plaintiff ’s cause. I’ve 
already stated that the waiver was not effective and 
could not be effected by this forum selection clause 
even if it could be [34] read to say what the plaintiff 
argues that it could be said. 

 So, I don’t find that Alpine has come close to 
meeting its burden of establishing a waiver of the 
FCC sovereign immunity for purposes of this action. 

 Now, with respect to whether the Federal Tort 
Claim Act can provide any basis for this Court to take 
any action, the Court notes that, with respect to the 
tort claims here, the FCC argues that majority of 
those claims are simply a back door challenge to an 
FCC order canceling the P.C.S. licenses at issue. And 
that, therefore, the Communications Act provides the 
exclusive jurisdiction over those claims to the D.C. 
Circuit. 

 Alternatively, the FCC argues that, to the extent 
that some of these claims are contractual in nature 
and not tort claims, that they cannot be litigated in 
the Court of Federal Claims under the Tucker Act. 

 So looking at those arguments with respect to the 
Federal Tort Claims Act arguments first, the FCC 
argues that, although Alpine might have brought the 
fraud and the inducement in breach of fiduciary duty 
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claims which are counts three through five of its 
complaint in this court, under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act such result is not properly here for two 
reasons. 

 First, the FCC contends that the Court lacks 
jurisdiction over these claims because Alpine did 
not exhaust [35] its administrative remedies before 
bringing suit. And secondly, that even if Alpine had 
exhausted its remedies, the fraud claim cannot be 
brought against the FCC under the Tort Claims Act 
because claims of misrepresentation are specifically 
exempted from the FCC as a waiver of sovereign 
immunity. 

 Alpine completely failed to respond to these argu-
ments in their opposition brief. In this circuit, it is 
well understood and pretty much understood in any 
court, that if a party files a motion and the non-
movant fails to oppose the motion or files an oppo-
sition and addresses some argument but not others, 
then the Court may treat those arguments that were 
not responded to as conceded. 

 There is plenty of authority for that from this 
circuit. FDIC versus Bender at 127 F3d. 58 at 67, 68 
from the D.C. Circuit in 1997. And from District 
Courts as well, including Hopkins versus Women’s 
Division of the General Board of Global Ministries at 
284 F. Supp. 2d. 15 at 25 from the District of Colum-
bia in 2003. 
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 And the Court finds that those arguments were 
not responded to. And that Alpine has waived those 
arguments. 

 With respect to the argument that the FCC has 
made that Alpine’s claims are essentially a veiled 
attack on the FCC cancellation order and that 
jurisdiction is exclusively vested in the D.C. Circuit 
pursuant to 47 USC section 402-B [36] of the Com-
munications Act, this is another argument that 
Alpine failed to respond to in its opposition brief. And 
the Court treats that argument as conceded as well. 

 So based on that, the Court finds that it’s not 
appropriate to view the waiver of sovereign immunity 
that is found in the Federal Tort Claims Act as appro-
priate here and that essentially these claims should 
be seen as an end run around the exclusive juris-
diction as provided to the D.C. Circuit. 

 The Court notes that Alpine has sought review in 
the D.C. Circuit previously. And that, after unsuccess-
fully seeking a waiver of the Commission’s automatic 
cancellation rules with the FCC’s Wireless Telecom-
munications Bureau and after its request for recon-
sideration of that decision was denied by the full 
FCC, that Alpine did seek review of the FCC’s order 
in the D.C. Circuit in 2010. The circuit had briefing 
and heard oral argument and denied Alpine’s request 
for relief. So, the gravamen of those claims, Alpine 
sought relief, sought review. That review was not 
availing to them but that does not mean that they can 
seek to recast their claims and reclothe them and 
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bring them here in this court, when there is exclusive 
jurisdiction for that decision, at least the cancellation 
of their license in the D.C. Circuit. 

 Now, with respect to whether any of these claims 
can be brought in the Court of Federal Claims under 
Tucker Act, [37] Alpine has argued that if the Court 
finds that it does not have subject matter jurisdiction, 
or if the claims fails to state a claim under 12(b)6, 
that the Court transfer the claims to the Court of 
Federal Claims to be heard under the Tucker Act, 
which is 28 U.S. Code, Section 1491. 

 The Tucker Act, of course, provides for the Federal 
Government’s consent to sue with respect to cer 
tain types of money damages claims including those 
founded upon contract. 

 Now, unlike some of the FCC’s other arguments, 
Alpine did respond and did make this argument in 
their opposition. And it was a summary argument 
that was really mainly a single paragraph. But the 
Court found that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction, 
the case should be transferred to the Court of Federal 
Claims. 

 The Court has considered this argument but 
finds for mainly the reasons stated by the FCC in 
their briefing in here today that it doesn’t make sense 
and it does not appear appropriate for the Court to 
transfer this matter to the Court of Federal Claims. 

 The Court notes that, as the FCC states, the 
same arguments that were made in this Court will be 
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made in the Court of Federal Claims. And the argu-
ments against that court of hearing the merits of 
these claims that could have been brought and should 
have been brought in prior proceedings are still going 
to be there in the Court of [38] Federal Claims. And 
they’re going to be preclusive of the plaintiff from 
getting any relief in that forum. 

 Secondly, the Court notes that in a case that 
wasn’t cited by the parties but does appear to be 
relevant here from the last term of the Supreme 
Court in the case of United States versus Bormes at 
133 Supreme Court Reporter 12, decided in 2012, a 
unanimous court held that statutory schemes with 
their own remedial framework exclude alternative 
relief under the general terms of the Tucker Act. That 
language came from the page 18 of the Reporter. That 
case involved the Fair Credit Reporting Act and its 
remedial framework. 

 But I think that the teaching of that case con-
sistent with other cases that were cited by the FCC in 
their briefs is that, where the Congress has set forth 
an explicit remedial scheme under the statute that 
would encompass these claims, you can’t rely upon 
or seek to use the general Tucker Act jurisdiction to 
seek – to bring a claim under that scheme where 
there is a specific remedial scheme provided in the 
statutory context that could be availed to by the 
plaintiffs. I think that’s really the situation we have 
here. 
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 So, for all of these reasons, the Court finds that it 
lacks jurisdiction to hear Alpine’s claims against the 
FCC. And that Alpine has failed to prove or establish 
any [39] waiver of the SEC sovereign immunity that 
would subject the FCC to suit in this court. And that, 
the vast majority of Alpine’s claims are really nothing 
more than an appeal from the FCC’s license cancella-
tion decision. And jurisdiction over those claims, over 
such claims lies exclusively with the D.C. Circuit 
under the Communications Act. 

 And I grant the motion to dismiss pursuant to 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b)1 for lack of 
subject matter jurisdiction. And dismiss Alpine’s 
claims against the FCC in their entirety and with 
prejudice. 

 With respect to the Alpine’s claims against Pio-
neer, it is really a single claim seeking declaratory 
judgment against Pioneer. And Pioneer has moved to 
dismiss this claim under Rule 12(b)6. And the Court 
finds that that motion should be granted. 

 The Court notes that declaratory judgments are 
available as a matter of judicial discretion, not as a 
matter of right. Our circuit has made that clear in All 
Net Communication Services Inc. versus National Ex-
change Carrier Association at 965 F. 2d., 1118 at 1121 
from the D.C. Circuit in 1992, citing 28 U.S. Code, 
Section 2201, and Public Service Commission versus 
Wycoff Company at 344 U.S. 237 at 241 in 1952. 

 And given that, the Court will exercise its discre-
tion to decline Alpine’s claim for declaratory judgment 
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[40] against Pioneer principally because the rights 
that Alpine seeks to have declared vis-a-vis Pioneer 
are essentially tied up with Alpine’s claims against 
the FCC, which I’ve already held are not properly 
before this Court. So the Court sees no reason to exer-
cise its discretion to entertain declaratory judgment 
claim against Pioneer for that reason. 

 Based on all those reasons, the Court finds that 
the declaratory judgment claim against Pioneer should 
also be dismissed and Pioneer’s motion is dismissed 
on that alternative grounds. 

 That’s the ruling of the Court. The Court will 
issue an Order consistent with this ruling later today 
or tomorrow. But that I believe concludes this matter 
before the Court. And unless either side has a ques-
tion about my ruling, this matter is adjourned. 

 Counsel for plaintiffs? 

  MR. BABBITT: No, Your Honor. 

  THE COURT: Counsel for defendants. 

  MR. RANDOLPH: No, Your Honor. 

  MR. SORENSEN: No, Your Honor. 

  THE COURT: All right. This matter is 
adjourned. Thank you. 

 (Whereupon, at 12:37 P.M., the hearing con-
cluded.) 
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